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ABSTRACT
An E-Government adoption initiative in developing countries is facing great challenges

of poor ICT infrastructure, workers preparedness and management strategies.

Tanzania as one country in this region is also experiencing the same challenges of

adoption like other developing countries.

The main objectives of the study were to assess the effectiveness of adoption e-

government in Tanzanian local authorities. The study assessed effectiveness of adoption

by focusing on initiatives taking place towards establishing and maintaining of ICT

infrastructures, such as ICT networking, internet service, computer devices and

availability of power. The study also assessed the workers preparedness to the e-

Government adoption, by focusing on adequate ICT skilled personnel’s, comprehension

of e-government concept, knowledge on internet and social and culture impacts of

workers. Furthermore the study assessed management strategies which are available to

ensure e-Government adoption, some factors such as seminars, trainings and budget

were assessed.

The study involved 40 respondents of which all are the council employees. The study

data were collected through interviews, questionnaires, observation and documentation

review. The study data were analysed by Statistic Package Social Science (SPSS)

software.

The study found that adoption of e-government is effective in Tanzanian local

authorities.

The study recommends that, more effort is needed to ensure full adoption of e-

Government, because there is a lot of instability of internet service, lack of awareness of

workers on e-Government and ICT in general. Lower budget and lack of maintenance

and repair of ICT facilities including computers and devices.
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CHAPTER ONE

INTRODUCTION, OBJECTIVES AND PROBLEM DEFINITION

1.1 Introduction

This research has assessed effectiveness of adoption of e-government in Tanzania Local

Authorities at Bariadi district council. The need of using Information and

Communication Technologies (ICTs) to provide citizens and organizations with more

convenient access to government information and services and to provide better public

services has become a public interest in recent years globally.

Emerging of e-services as a way of improvement different services provided by

government and none government organization fuels the interest of public and

stakeholders to require the implementation of adopting e-services technology.

e-Government as one part of e-services has also considered to be a   significant solution

in improving the way government provides its services to citizens and other

organization.

In understanding  the benefits of e-government and pressure of stakeholders particularly

citizen  ,governments around the globe have increasingly embarked upon investing in e-

government.Various e-Government related projects such as policy reforms,

infrastructure development, human capital development, systems and services

deployment and awareness raising campaigns have been initiated.

These efforts indicate a new trend that Governments are setting to improve their

relationships with the public. However, adoption by the citizens is one of the key issues

determining the success of such initiatives.

In Tanzania the demand of people, organizations and stakeholders has forced the

government to initialize some primary steps of adopting e-government, to start with, in

2012 The government of Tanzania established an e-government agency which has

given  the mandate of coordinating, oversight and provision of e- Government initiatives
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and enforcement of e-Government standards to Tanzania Ministries, Departments,

Agencies and Local Government Authorities .

This chapter describes problem definition, research objectives, Significant Of The Study,

and limitations

1.2 Problem Definition

E-Government as a   means of using ICT to deliver government services to citizens, has

became in recent has forced many countries around the world to start taking serious

initiatives to the adoption of e-government. Many developed countries which have huge

problems in their way of have not left behind toward the adoption of e-government, a

very significant  initiatives have been taking place in different developing countries to

ensure the full adoption.

Tanzania as one  country from this category has also taken initial steps of adoption the

e-government. The country has been experiencing big challenges from different point of

adoption of e-government, such challenges are said to be poor ICT infrastructures, lack

of citizens awareness, Government workers preparedness and social and culture

resistance,

A lot has been said about poor ICT infrastructures, citizen’s awareness and

preparedness. In Tanzania few studies on e-Government have been conducted, and most

of these studies they have been focused much toward e-Government adoption in the

level of central government, on the other hand little   has been said by researchers on e-

Government adoption in Tanzanian local authorities

The study aimed at filling the gap by assessing the effectiveness of adopting e-

government in Tanzanian local authorities. The study assessed same factors on ICT

infrastructure, awareness of citizens and social and culture impacts on adoption.

1.2.1 E-Government in General

The most prominent of the recent advancements in Information and Communications

Technology (ICT) has been the fuel which increases number of people and organizations

that use Internet for domestic and commercial reasons.
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Today, e-Technologies play an increasingly significant role in our day-to-day lives.

They have fundamentally transformed the technological, economical, political and social

landscapes. The competitive imperative of the private sector has driven businesses into

the digital world. To deliver the products and/or services in a timely and cost effective

manner, the private sector has had to increasingly streamline business processes. As a

result, the private sector has steadily set higher standards of service (through the

application of e-business and e-Service solutions) both domestically and internationally.

The most significant reform in private sector has been that of revolutionizing the supply

chain management and the value change management through the application of e-

Technologies. However, as public interest in the application of e-Technology solutions

grows, there is an increasing expectation that they will be adopted within both  private

and government  organization. Government sectors without regard either   central or

local both deal with complex networks of suppliers (and distributor) and sophisticated

value chain systems on an ongoing basis.

Within the last decade, many public sector strategists around the World have

acknowledged the strategic value of e-Technologies; they also recognize the need for

improved efficiency of business processes, enhanced citizens’ access to information and

services, and more productive relationships with both citizens and private sector

agencies alike.

Consequently, many innovative public sector agencies world-wide (e.g. Canada, the

UK, Australia, New Zealand, Singapore, to name but a few) have had to create new

ways in which to use e-business and e-Service solutions (known as electronic or digital
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government) so as to respond to the need for change (Heeks 1999). Local, regional and

national governments throughout the world are attempting to broaden service delivery

and citizen involvement by providing effective e-Services. This reflects a growing

acceptance that achieving excellence in customer service is just as critical for the public

sector as it is in private companies.

The introduction of e-Service solutions within the public sector has primarily been

concerned with moving away from traditional information monopolies and hierarchies.

What’s more, e-Service and e-business (through digital government) have fundamentally

transformed the ways in which the logistic processes and supply chain dynamics are

managed within the public sector. However, e-Service remains a challenge to both

citizens and public sector agencies alike. Governments must not only maximize the

benefits that are offered (through the application of digital government and e-Service)

but must also avoid the many pitfalls (economical, social and cultural) associated with

rapid technological change. That is to say, despite advancements in technology solution,

the challenges to effective government within today’s knowledge society are profound.

Within the past few years, there has been much debate (e.g. Accenture 2001b,

Asgarkhani 2002b, Asgarkhani 2003a, Asgarkhani 2004, Heeks 1999, Nath 2003 and

Reschenthaler et al 1996) over the effectiveness of e-Service in the public sector.

Technology is undoubtedly the backbone of the infrastructure that is required to support

electronic government initiatives. Yet there is a danger in placing too much emphasis on

the technology aspect of e-Services. What’s more, political and financial support for e-

Service projects can be accompanied by political rhetoric and hype. The potential

benefits of e-Technologies in the public sector can only materialise when they are

introduced as part of a well-planned and properly supported social, cultural and political
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environment. There is also a need for performance measures in order to assess progress

(and effectiveness) and ensure that rhetoric of e-Service is matched by reality. If citizens

are to benefit from the efficacy and potential cost-effectiveness of e-Service, it is

essential that traditional public sector structures and conventional governance paradigms

are revised.

1.2.2 E-Government in Tanzania

Tanzania is an example of a typical developing country (World Bank, 2009).E-

Government implementation in Tanzania resembles that of many other developing

countries. In 2008 Tanzania had an e-readiness index of 0.2929 (UN, 2008).

Since the mid-1990’s, the public service of Tanzania has initiated series of measures

for transforming itself into becoming more efficient, effective, and customer-oriented.

The Tanzania National ICT policy(2003) as aligned to National vision 2025 for poverty

reduction (National Vision 2025) and Strategy for poverty reduction, has articulated ten

main focus areas in harnessing ICT in Tanzania which include strategic ICT leadership;

ICT infrastructure; ICT Industry; Human Capital; Legal and Regulatory Framework;

Productive Sectors; Service Sectors; Public Service; Local Content; and Universal

Access.

Focusing on public service, the policy insists  the importance of having e-Government in

the public service in order to improve public service delivery.

In year 2004, PO-PSM was given a mandate to formulate e-Government policy and its

implementations through presidential instrument published through Government Notice

No. 20 on 13/2/2008.
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Various e-government initiatives have been implemented in the country these include

the establishment of the Government Network Centre which intended to house the

central government ICT node.

There are other reported initiatives which took place, for example Sawe (2007) mention

initiatives such as training of 3000+ government officials, purchasing and installing ICT

equipments, networks, and software, implementation of internal government systems.

1.2 Objective of the Research

The study was conducted under the objective of assessing the effectiveness of adoption

of e-government in Tanzanian local authorities.

1.2.1 Specific Objectives

Alongside the main objective, the study was guided with the following specific

objectives.

i. To assess computer skills and knowledge of using internet services among council

workers.

ii. To assess management strategies on adopting e-government

iii. To assess social and culture impacts toward the adoption of e-government

iv. To assess ICT infrastructure at the council

v. To assess council workers comprehension on e-government

vi. To assess the presence and functional of  IT personnel/personnel’s

vii. To suggest measures to speed up the adoption of e-government
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1.3 Significant of the Study

The ultimate purpose of the study was to assess initiatives of adopting e government in

Tanzanian local government authorities. The study is very significance because the

study helped to risen awareness of e-government among council workers, also the study

has fueled the need of improvement of ICT infrastructures particularly buying and install

new devices and repair  the existing ICT infrastructure .

Furthermore the findings of the study is very useful to governments, non government

sectors, for understanding the problem, also the study is useful for individuals and

researchers for further studies on e-government.

1.4 Limitations

There are 134 councils all over the country of Tanzania which are operating under

various geographical locations. Some council are located in areas which have poor

infrastructures but some are located in urban areas and have at least good infrastructures.

The study has only selected one council due to financial shortage and time limit.

The researcher was not able to conduct the study in more than one council because there

was no enough fund to travel around, the researcher was financed by self fund.

Also time limit was another limitation for the researcher to pick more than one council,

the study has time limit, and this gives the researcher a hard time to travel to other

council as many of the council are located in places hard to reach due to poor roads and

means of communication.
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CHAPTER TWO

LITERATURE REVIEW
2.1 Conceptual Definitions and Theoretical Literature Review

In this chapter a detailed literature review on the assessment of the effectiveness of

adoption of e-government in Tanzania local authorities is given. The chapter is divided

into two parts, theoretical Literature Review and Empirical Literature.

This chapter presents theoretical and empirical literature that aims at developing an

understanding of the assessment of the effectiveness of adoption of e-government.

2.1.1 E-Government Concept

The term electronic Government (e-Government) is of recent origin. It is therefore not

surprising that there is no universally agreed definition of e-Government. e-Government

is defined differently by different scholars Bhatnagar,(2004).It is important to produce

definitions that provide a meaningful understanding of e-Government. Inadequate

definitions may lead to a poor understanding. In turn, this may contribute to a poor

understanding, and hence, the failure of e-Government initiatives Ndou, (2004).

The study has   reviewed some of e-Government definitions.

OECD (2003, p. 23) asserts three main categories of e-Government definitions

(a) E-Government as internet service delivery,

(b) E-Government as the use of ICT within the government,

(c) E-Government as the capacity to transform public administration by means of

information and communication technologies (ICT).

(d) Seifert,(2003) also defines that e-Government involves using information

technology, and especially the internet, to improve the delivery of government

services to citizens, businesses, and other government bodies.
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(e) West (2004,16) defines that e-Government refers to the delivery of information and

services online through the internet or by other digital means.

All  the definitions of e-government in the study   demonstrates the  dependence of e-

government on ICT, therefore the success of e-government adaption initiatives depend

much on the advancement of ICT level.

The appropriate application of e-government allows for higher levels of effectiveness

and efficiency in governmental tasks. Improvement of processes and procedures,

increases the quality of public services, also improves the use of information in the

decision-making processes and allows for better communication among different

governmental offices.

Councils in Tanzania have a unique direct interaction with citizens and its employees.

The relationship between councils and citizens is unavoidable, then e-Government

objective should be to create a new dynamic relation between governments and citizens,

a cycle that will become simpler and more participative for citizens.E-government

improves these services in terms of efficiency, accuracy, transparency and increasing of

speed.

2.1.2 Information and Communication Technology (ICT)

Information and Communication Technology (ICT) is a term that is applied to any

communication device or program, such as: radio, television, cellular phones,

computers, software, hardware, networking, satellite systems and the like.It IS that is

related to numerous services, programs and services to them.Information and

communication technology infrastructure is important in supporting e-government

initiatives.
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2.1.3 Website

Is a collection of Web pages, images, videos or other digital assets that is hosted on one

or several Web server(s), usually accessible via the Internet, cell phone or a LAN.

2.1.4 Internet

Technically, Internet is a universal system of computer networks that are interconnected

to serve millions or even billions of people around the world

2.1.5 Adoption Theory How the World Managing e-Government Services

Melitski (2003) outlines two competing paradigms that frame how governments operate

their e-government service:

Such paradigms are, Information Technology (IT) Paradigm and the Public

Administration (PA) Paradigm.

(i) The Information Technology (IT) Paradigm

The IT paradigm arose during the 1980s and early 1990s. During this time, before the

advancement of the Internet, Governments’ IT functions were limited to a few large

mainframe computers which could be used only by technically trained IT managers.

Since these IT managers were the sole users of the Government technologies, they

planned, designed and implemented technologies based on their preferences and

technical abilities alone.

(ii) Public Administration (PA) Paradigm.

The PA paradigm is a newer paradigm which arose with the widespread adoption of the

Internet in the late 1990s into the twenty-first century. As more and more people began
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using the World Wide Web, technical knowledge grew among government employees

and citizens. As employees and citizens became familiar with technologies, they began

demanding increased e-government services.

Though these two distinct paradigms developed decades ago, they both still remain in

conflict today.

In the IT paradigm, sophisticated technologies provided through e-government are

rationally analyzed for efficiency and effectiveness in delivering services to the citizens.

Technologies are evaluated based upon cost, upon how they will help the government

streamline processes, and upon whether the IT managers have the skills and abilities to

develop.

The new PA paradigm, on the other hand, focuses new technologies on the demand

from the citizens, placing less emphasis on rational analysis. Research from other

authors has continued to focus on the new customer-service centered approach that

many governments have adopted. The “e-government paradigm” (Ho 2002) and the

“entrepreneurial model” (Musso, Weare & Hale 1999) offer similar explanations of how

governments have become more focused on serving their citizens as customers as they

have begun implementing emerging e-government technologies.

2.1.6 Effectiveness of E-Government

Effectiveness of e-government is measured by many factors, The study was focused only

on six factors

(i) ICTs Personnel:

Lack of IT training programmes in government Bonham et al. (2001)
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Shortage of well-trained IT staff in market Heeks (1999) are the challenges towards

effectiveness of e-government. the presence of well trained ICTs staffs and reguraly

training on ICTs staffs in local authorities,will emphasize the  effectiveness, because

ICTs expertise will  facilitate ICTs environment, and insist the application of ICTs in the

offices.

(ii) Management Strategies on e-Government,

Lack of effective leadership support and commitment amongst senior public officials

Heeks (2001),Unclear vision and management strategy Lenk and Traunmuller(2000)

these are another challenges facing e-government,

People who are in management position should be aware of e-government strategies and

steps they are taking towards e-government must lead the council towards adoption of e-

government.

(iii) Financial Affordability:

in many studies that conducted on e-government, lack of budget seems to be the serious

problem and it is an obstacles toward smooth adoption of e-government, for example

studies like  Main supply come from central government Bonham et al. (2001),Shortage

of financial recourses in public sector organizations Heeks (1999), High cost of IT

professionals and consultancies. Irani et al. (2003) IT cost is high in developing

countries NECCC (2000) Cost of installation, operation and maintenance of e-

government systems Palvia et al. (1994) all found out the importance of good budget on

e-government initiatives, presence of enough budget in the public sectors, will enable

the authorities to conduct ICTs seminars and training to   its workers, also local authority
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will be able to pay for internet services within its surroundings. Therefore having good

budget will lead the authorities towards the adoption of e-government.

(iv) ICTs Infrastructure

this is the backbone of the e government, many numbers of studies conducted have

emphasized on this, some discussed it and others mentioned for example, many

researchers have discussed on  Shortage of reliable networks and communication Dillon

and Pelgrin(2002),Inadequate network capacity or bandwidth,Fletcher and

Wright(1995),Lack resources standards and common architecture policies and

definitions Existing systems are incompatible and complex Heeks (2001),Existing

internal systems have restrictions Layne and Lee (2001),regarding their integrating

capabilities McClure (2000).

Lack of integration across government systems Moon (2002), Integration technologies

of heterogeneous databases

are confusing NECCC (2000).therefore this factors must be taken in a consideration

whenever the discussion of e-government is taking place as it seems to have great

impact towards the ado the  adopting of  e-government.

(v) Workers Comprehensions on e-Government and Using of Internet Services,

This is the very important part of effectiveness of e-government, workers understanding

of e-government, how workers understand e-government and its objectives. the amount

of workers in participating in using websites for getting of information and number of

workers who use email address for communicating could  determine the effectiveness of

adopting e-government.
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(vi) Social, Culture and Ethical Implication;

Is another factor that determine the effectiveness of e-government, some studies

highlighted Politics and political impact Li and Stevenson (2002) and Cultural issues

Resistance to change by high-level management Themistocleous and Irani (2001), also

the behavior of many workers of lower level not to  prefer face to face  communication

with their top, most prefer  sending mail, phone message or make phone calls seems to

be an obstacle. Toward the  effectiveness of e-government.

2.2 Empirical Literature Review

2.2.1 Foreign Studies

Various research has been conducted on effectiveness and adoption of e-government

in developing countries, Asgarkhani M (2005)  in the study on the Effectiveness of e-

Service in Local Government, highlighted the value of e-Service, Management and ICT

strategists’ view, Also a review of various viewpoints over the implications and

effectiveness of e-Government and e-Service Perri (2000), Asgarkhani (2002b) indicates

that there are at least four schools of thought: pure optimism; optimism with some

concerns; pessimism; and those who view technology as a tool only - but not a driving

factor on its own.

Wescott (2001), also emphasized on the views of The optimists arguments, which said

that the use of ICT in governance represents a major once-and-for-all improvement in

the capabilities of governance through a more effective management of all domains.

many studies on adoption of e-government such as Asgarkhani (2004), Asgarkhani

(2003c), Asgarkhani (2003a), Samaranayake (2003), Radics (2001), Tapscott (1997) and
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Wiener (1984) attempt to answer questions about the key issues concerning the adoption

of ICT and e-Service.

A review of various case studies of e-Government and e-Service such as Webster

(2001), Radics (2001), NIC (2000), Asgarkhani (2003b), and Asgarkhani (2004)

suggests that local government objectives in introducing e-Service are likely to

concentrate on:

(i) Prompt, Accurate Service,

As local governments potentially receive millions of calls per year, setting a target to

resolve a high percentage of these calls the first time they occur (through establishing a

customer contact centre) can result in significant efficiency gains and cost savings.

(ii) Improved Quality of Service (by reducing redundancy in service)

One client of a local government can potentially generate up to dozens of files in

different locations. Local governments are seeking to convert these to one secure and

accessible file - helping to provide continuity and coordination of local government

support.

(iii) Removing Barriers and Tackling Social Exclusion

Local governments are aware that many clients do not have the skills to use electronic

services, yet seem keen on setting up networks of learning centers in libraries and

community centers that teach people relevant Internet and Web technology skills.

(iv) Local Access Points

It appears Webster (2001) that up to 20% of customer queries cannot be addressed

immediately. Clients often need to meet with a “professional.” Local governments can
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benefit from setting up community access points to let clients meet ‘professionals’

through online video links.

The effectiveness of e-government can also be assessed in Social, cultural and ethical

implications of e-Service, The perceived effectiveness of e-Service can be influenced by

public’s view of the social and cultural implications of e-Technologies and e-Service.

Impacts on Individuals’ Rights and Privacy as more and more companies and

government agencies use technology to collect, store, and make accessible data on

individuals, privacy concerns have grown. Some companies monitor their employees'

computer usage patterns in order to assess individual or workgroup performance

Asgarkhani (2002a),
.

Technological advancements are also making it much easier for

businesses, government and other individuals to obtain a great deal of information about

an individual without their knowledge. There is a growing concern such as Asgarkhani

(2002b) that access to a wide range of information can be dangerous within politically

corrupt government agencies.

Impact on Jobs and Workplaces, in the early days of computers, management scientists

anticipated that computers would replace human decision-makers. However, despite

significant technological advances, this prediction is no longer a mainstream concern. At

the current time, one of the concerns associated with computer usage in any organization

(including governments) is the health risk – such as injuries related to working

continuously on a computer keyboard. Government agencies are expected to work with

regulatory groups in order to avoid these problems.
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Potential Impacts on Society

(a) Despite some economic benefits of ICT to individuals, there is evidence that the

computer literacy and access gap between the haves and have-nots may be

increasing. Education and information access are more than ever the keys to

economic prosperity, yet access by individuals in different countries is not equal this

social inequity has become known as the digital divide.

(b) Impact on Social Interaction advancements in ICT and e-Technology solutions have

enabled many government functions to become automated and information to be

made available online. This is a concern to those who place a high value on social

interaction.

(c) Information Security - technological advancements allow government agencies to

collect, store and make data available online to individuals and organizations.

Citizens and businesses expect to be allowed to access data in a flexible manner (at

any time and from any location). Meeting these expectations comes at a price to

government agencies where it concerns managing information – more specifically,

ease of access; data integrity and accuracy; capacity planning to ensure the timely

delivery of data to remote (possibly mobile) sites; and managing the security of

corporate and public information Asgarkhani (2001).There are also  numerous of

studies on failure of  information systems such as Lyytienen and

Hirschheim(1987),Horton and Lewis(1991) and the failure of information systems in

developing countries Boon (1992),Beeharry and Schneider(1996),it is appropriate to

include such studies because e-government is part of a relatively new and emerging

field in information and communication technology. And in both these studies,
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researchers highlighted on factors causes the failure of e-government. Also there are

studies highlighted on poor IT infrastructure in developing countries, which explains

the obstacles for implementation of e-government (Tapscott,1996).the lack of IT

infrastructure can cause problems if an e-government model from a developed

country is adopted in its entirety by a developing country. Numerous people in

developing countries do not have access to information and communication s

technology, even if the infrastructure is available. the digital divide is ever present

and there is a large gap between the educated elite who can afford technology and

the uneducated poor who cannot Basu (2004).

2.2.2 Tanzania Studies

e-Government implementation in Tanzania resembles that of many other developing

Countries UN (2008). Few studies conducted on  e- government in Tanzania such as that

of Mutagaywa, Kinyeki, & Ulanga, (2007) which Reveals the problem of poor

infrastructure in Tanzania, the study mentioned the current e-government status by

stated that “the current progress of e-Government in Tanzania has been impacted by the

inadequacy of telecommunications infrastructure”.

The Minister for Communication, Science and Technology, Prof Makame Mbalawa also

said “the government recognizes the role played by communication service providers in

putting up infrastructure in rural and underserved areas”. This statement was laid out

by Minister on  9 March 2013  during the signing ceremony between The  Universal

Communications Service Access Fund (UCSAF) and has signed a contract with

Communications Service Providers (CSPs).
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Also Yonazi (2010), in his study on Enhancing Adoption of e-Government Initiatives

in Tanzania, highlighted challenges that hinder the adoption of e-government in

Tanzania,mention challenges such as Planning and coordination and insists that there is

no master plan to guide the identification, prioritization, and implementation of e-

Government.

Then again, Yonazi (2010), mentioned awareness and understanding of e-Government

is another challenging issue. Not only for citizens and businesses, but also for

government officials who are expected to implement e-Government.

e-Government progress in Tanzania is also challenged by inadequate funding, as well as

insufficient technical human capacity to support and deliver e-Government services-

Government initiatives have been funded by the Performance Improvement Fund. The

fund was established to support changes identified in the strategic plans of government

Ministries, Departments, and Agencies (MDAs) Bana & Shitindi,(2009).

There still few studies conducted of e-government adoption in Tanzania, the available

studies do no cover issues such as computer skills or comprehension of e-government

concept. Therefore this shows a gap on studies on e-government

2.3 Tanzania e-Government in LGA’s

Access to the internet ICT plays an important role in the public sector reform, including

the reform of the local government. The Ministry of Communication and Transport is

developing a National ICT Policy, the latest draft of which (December 2002) proposes

the creation of a National ITC Council with a responsibility to develop a five year

strategic plan.
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Key issues here are infrastructure development, capacity building and a possible need

for a holistic e-government strategy. In terms of internet use, the government of the

mainland Tanzania already has a national website, launched in December 2002. Through

the website it is possible also to access the Zanzibar government site. A new intranet

network is being constructed linking all ministries. There are plans also to link

government offices at the regional and district levels.

“The National Assembly maintains an independent website. There are plans for

databases covering legislation, parliamentary proceedings and MP profiles. At this stage,

the focus of the site is, however, on information provision, using both English and

Kiswahili. Preparatory work has been undertaken in needs assessment and other projects

relating to local governance.” In 2002 there were an estimated 250 000 thousand internet

users in Tanzania, amounting for less than 1% of the entire population.

2.4 The Research Questions

The following research questions was answered throughout the study

i. Do council workers have basic knowledge on computer and internet services?

ii. Is there a strategy/strategies set by the management to initiates adopting of  e-

government?

iii. What are social or cultural impact on adopting e-government?

iv. To what extent does the ICT infrastructures support the readiness of adopting

government?

v. How aware are workers on e-government is?

vi. How are the ICT personnel of the council?

vii. What are the measures to be taken to enhance adoption of e-government?
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CHAPTER THREE

THE ANALYTICAL FRAMEWORK
3.1 The Dependent Variables and Independent Variables

The dependent variable of the study was the effectiveness of adoption e-government,

which was assessed by  the analysis of independent variables, availability of ICTs

personnel’s , good ICTs infrastructure, Management awareness of ICTs national policy

and e-government, Workers comprehensions on e-government and usage of internet

services, Social ,culture and ethical implication. This chapter describes the relationships

between independent variables and dependent variable in diagrammatical form, the

hypothesis and operational definitions of the study.

Figure 1: Diagramatic Presentation of the Relationships between independent
variables and dependent variable

Source: Developed by Researcher Basing on Literature Review

ICTs Personnel’s

Management strategies
on ICT

Workers comprehensions on
e-government, internet
services and computer skills

ICTs infrastructure
And availability of ICTs
equipments

Social, Cultures and
ethical   Implications

Effectiveness of adopting
e-government
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3.1 Operational Definitions

Operational definition provides the descriptions of the e-government adoption concept

and describes the independent variables of the study.

3.1.1  E-Government  Adoption Concept

The Adoption of e-government is the situation of a state to welcome the new way of

administrating government through electronic services, this means government provides

information to the public through electronics way, particularly internet.Adoption of e-

government intends to improve the quality of government services that it delivers to its

citizens.These improvements are considered to be in term of improvement in speed,

accuracy, transparency and efficiency during servicing its citizens and other

stakeholders.

The study on assessment of effectiveness of adoption  e-Government in Tanzanian local

authorities only focused at assessing availability of ICTs personnels, availability of

ICT’s Infrastructure,also the study assessed comprehension of on e-Government and

Internet Services,the study went on and assessed Management Strategies towards ICT

initiatives, Social and Culture Implications of adoption.

(i) ICTs Personnel

Fundamental ICTs personnel’s availability was measured by their professional

qualifications and the quality of services they provide, for the qualified person it was

expected to see his/her professional certified certificates like Microsoft Certified

Solutions Expert (MCSE), SISCO and likely certificates. Also the ICTs services should
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be of high qualities in terms of office assistance, computer repairs and other ICT

activities related.

(ii) ICT’s Infrastructure

ICT Infrastructures complies Internet Services, availability of computer and computer

devices such as scanners and printers, Networking Infrastructures, Power Devices such

as UPS. The researcher wanted to assess these available ICT Infrastructures so as to

detect if there is improvement in terms of installation of new networks devices and

maintenance of that available. Researcher also assessed the quality of internet service

available, also assessed number of computers and computer devices of the council.

The researcher went far and assessed the quality of software’s and availability of

management control system which are available at the council.

(iii) Workers Comprehensions on E-Government and the Usage of Internet

Services.

The researchers relate workers comprehension of e-government to the extent to which

workers use websites for seeking of information and familiarity of the term e-

government and general understanding of the e-government concept. The researcher

went far and assesses the employees who have e-mail address and are participating in

social networks for communication. Assessed of this lead to the understanding of level

of comprehension on internet as well.

(iv) Management Strategies on ICT

Management strategies on ICT was assessed  by  focusing the way council

management  adopt and implement  ICT policy ,also assessed council plans on building
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ICT awareness , such as to assess if the council conduct  seminars and providing or

financing ICT training to its employees

(v)Social  and Culture Implications;

Relate to the extent to which individual behavior such as preference of face to face  to be

able to communicate, also the researcher assessed if there is religion belief impact for

adopting e-government, together with evaluation of culture  impact such as Language

conflict.
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CHAPTER FOUR

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
4.1 Introduction

This chapter describes how the study was conducted,The chapter describes the what

was the Research Design of the study,where the Study conducted and how the data of

the study were collected.The chapter also includes Type and Source/Carriers  of data

,Research Sampling,Population of the Study,Sample Size,Data Analyses Strategy and

Decision Criteria.

4.2 Research Design

A research design is a logical and systematic plan prepared for directing a research

study. It specifies the objectives of the study, the methodology and techniques to be

adopted for achieving the objectives Krishna swami (1993).

The research design of the study was the Case Study . A case study is an in-depth  study

of a person, a social group, an episode, a situation, a programme, a community, an

institution or any other social unit Krishna swami(1993).It is also defined as a research

strategy that involves the empirical investigations of a particular contemporary

phenomenon within its real lie context, using multiple sources of evidence

Robson(2002).

The case study was appropriate for descriptive purposes and determination of

relationships between variables.
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4.2.1 Area of the Study

The study was conducted  at Bariadi District Council  which is located in Simiyu region.

Bariadi District Council  was deliberately selected to present other district councils of

Tanzania main land.

4.3 Data Collection Strategy

This part of the study was consisted the population of the study, sampling procedure,

types and sources of data and data collection methods

4.3.1 Population Under the Study

Population refers to the full set of cases from which a sample is taken

Saunders (2007).The  population of the study was  involved  heads of different

departments, management  and council staffs of Bariadi district council.

4.3.2 Sample Size

A sample is a subset of a particular population Krishnaswami (1993). The study sample

size comprised 35 council staffs, 3 heads of department and 2 management members.

a) Sampling Procedure

Sampling techniques/procedures are approaches that assist in reducing the amount of

data one needs to collect by considering only data from a subgroup rather than all

possible cases or elements Saunders (2007).

The study used a Simple Random Sampling and Purposive/Judgmental Sampling to

select some of the study respondents.
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(i) Simple Random Sampling

This is the sampling technique otherwise known chance sampling or probability

sampling, in this type of sampling each item has an equal chance of being included in

the sample C.R. Kothari (2004).  In this study, Simple Random Sampling was employed

to obtain respondents from number of staffs

(ii) Purposeful Sampling

Purposeful technique enables one to sample on the basis of his/her own judgment  Mtui

(2005) and Robson (1997). In this study, purposeful sampling  used to obtain

respondents from head of departments and from the management team.

Purposive Sampling was used because some information needed for the study was not

easy extracted from ordinary staffs.

b) Advantages of Sampling;

Firstly, it reduces the time and cost of research studies. It becomes possible to undertake

even national or global studies at a reasonable cost and time.

Secondly, sampling saves labor power where a small number of individuals required for

field work, to collect, processing and analysis of the data.

4.4 Type and Source/Carriers of Data

The study has used primary data and secondary data. All two types were necessary in

this study. While primary data was used to get the perception from respondents,

secondary data was used to complement primary data.
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(i) Primary Data

Are those data which are collected afresh and for the first time, and thus happen to be

original in character C.R. Kothari (2004). Primary data for this study has been gathered

from ordinary staffs , heads of departments and management team members of Bariadi

district council.

Table1: The data/information which will obtained using primary source
S/No. Variable Measurements/Indicat

ors
Types of Data Carries of

Data
(Sources)

1 ICTs personnel’s Qualification Professional  certificates Head of
department
human resource

Quality of services ICT Office assistance Council staffs

2 Good ICTs
infrastructure

Network infrastructure Network cabling IT personnel,

ICT devices Computer, scanner, fax &
printers

Council staffs

Quality of hardware &
software

Licence and specifications IT personnel

3 Social, culture and
ethical implication

Individual behaviors (i) Language conflicts Council  staffs

(ii) Religious perceptions Council  staffs

(iii) Face to face
communications

Council  staffs

4 Comprehensions
on  e-government
,internet services
and computer
skills

Access to websites (i)views on reading  of news
and search of information on
website

Council  staffs

Participating on social
networks

(i)number of people who
have active  email address

Council  staffs

Comprehension on e-
government

Views on concept of  e-
government among councils
workers

Council  staffs

Source: Developed by Researcher

(iv)Secondary Data

Are those data which have already been collected by someone else and which have

already passed through the statistical process (C.R. Kothari, 2004).Secondary data for
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the study were collected from different sources which included annual reports, booklets,

published reports and official performance reports.

Background information and literature review on the topic were reviewed from different

documents and websites.

Table 2: The data/information which was obtained by using secondary source

S/No. Variable Measurements/Indicators Types of Data Carries of Data
(sources)

1 Management
Strategies on ICT

Council ICT Strategies Seminars and
Training

Official performance
reports
From previous two
years

2 Financial
Affordability

Departments Budget Amount set for
purchasing computers
and repair of ICT
infrastructure

Yearly budget for
three previous years

Source: Developed by Researcher

4.5 Data Collection Methods

The study involved  interviews, questionnaires ,observation and documentary source

(i)Interviewing

Is defined as a two-way systematic conversation between an investigator and informants

initiated for obtaining information relevant to a specific study Krishnaswami (1993). It

involves not only conversation, but also learning from the respondents’ gestures, facial

expression, pauses and his/her  environment. This technique was used to interview

respondents from two levels, which were management levels and head of departments,

and it was aimed  to get insight of e-government  adoption strategies and challenges

which they are facing.
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(ii)Questionnaires

Questionnaires are a formatted set of questions that is drawn up to meet the objectives of

the study Krishnaswami(1993).Different sets of questionnaires were prepared and

distributed to the respondents. The questionnaires were prepared in five scale liket

format to save time and to simplify the work during analyisis of data, all questionnaires

were prepared in English.

(iii)Observation

Observation is another method   used in data collection. Under this technique the

information is sought by way of observation without asking from the respondent. The

main advantage of this technique is the subjective bias is limited. There are two ways of

research observation one of it be participants observation, where investigator become

totally involved in the situation being researched and the other one be non-participants

observation where the investigator is attached from the situation but record what is

happening .the study used only participants observation.the researcher did observation of

the study for two months, from late of May  to early July.

(iv)Documentaries Review

This is entails the researcher’s use of written documents to get secondary data

Krishnaswami (1993).Secondary data for the study were collected from different sources

which included national ICT policy (2003),computer logbook, booklets, official

performance reports and Background information and literature review on the e-

government  topic were reviewed from different documents and websites.
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4.6 Data Analysis and Decision Criteria

Data collected was analyzed by application of Statistical Package for Social Science

(SPSS) Version 21. Frequency tables were used to determine the percentage of the

sample that agree or disagree with a certain variable and to measure the spread of

variability of responses and also findings were presented by histograms.

Qualitative data was analyzed by summarizing key findings, explanation and

interpretation. Decision criteria  based on all variables under the study were ninety

percent (90%)  cumulative strongly agree and agree.
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CHAPTER FIVE

DATA ANALYSES AND DISCUSSIONS OF THE FINDINGS

5.1 Introductions

This chapter is providing a general approach for the briefly presenting data analysis

findings and sending messages through discussion.

The data presented are Data collected through Questionnaires which was given to

council workers. The analysis of the data was done by using a Statistical Package for

Social Science (SPSS) software.

Number of respondents and Gender

The total number of respondents involved in this study were 40 people, both male and

female. And all 40 respondents completed their questionnaire and returned back to the

researcher. This number makes a 100 % of the total number of the respondents.

Gender

The study  analysis of  gender for  respondents was classified a follows

Table 3:Gender
Alternative Frequency Percent Valid Percent Cumulative Percent

Female
Total

Male 26 65.0 65.0 65.0
14 35.0 35.0 100.0
40 100.0 100.0

Source analyzed data

Table 3: shows 26 or 65% of respondents were male and 14 or 35% of respondents were

females, there were no missing value, every respondent remember to describe his or her

gender.

Histogram presentation of gender, of which provide the mean, standard deviation and

frequency of respondents.
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In the histogram, bar labeled 1.0 represent male, and bar labeled 2.0  represent female

Figure 5.1: Gender

Source: analyzed data

The study main objectives was to assess the effectiveness of adoption of e-government

in local authority, and it was also aimed to achieve the following specific objectives

i. To assess  computer skills and knowledge on  internet among council workers.

ii. To assess management strategies on adopting e-government

iii. To assess social and culture impacts toward the  adoption of e-government

iv. To assess ICT infrastructure at the council

v. To assess council workers comprehension on e-government

vi. To assess the presence and functional of  IT personnel/personnel’s

vii. To suggest measures to speed up the adoption of e-government

To meet these objectives, the study collected data was analyzed through the guidance of

these Research Questions
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i. Do council workers have basic knowledge on computer and internet services?

ii. Is there a strategy/strategies set by the management to initiates adopting of  e-

government?

iii. What are social or cultural impact on adopting e-government?

iv. To what extent does the ICT infrastructures support the readiness of adopting

government?

v. How aware are workers on e-government is?

vi. How are the ICT personnel of the council?

vii. What are the measures to be taken to enhance adoption of e-government?

5.2 Analyses of Data Based on Research Questions

Data of the study was analyzed basing on the following research question

5.2.1 Do Council Workers Have Basic Knowledge on Computer and Internet

Services?

This research question has been answered in the following sections.

5.2.1.1 Finding the basic computer knowledge among council workers
The respondents were asked if they have basic computer knowledge. Here the researcher

wanted to know the respondents basic knowledge on utilization of computer. Their

responses are presented in the table 4 below

Table 4: the basic computer knowledge
Altenative Frequency Percent Valid percent Cumulative

percent
Definitely Agree 14 35.0 57.5 57.5
Agree 23 57.5 35.0 92.5
I do not know 3 7.5 7.5 100.0
Total 40 100.0 100.0
Source: analyzed data findings
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Table 4: Shows that 14 respondents or 35% definitely agree that they have basic

computer knowledge,23 or 57.5% agree,3 or 7.5% I don’t know,0 respondent were

responded to neither I do not agree nor Definitely do not agree alternative.

From data analyzed it indicates that 92.5% of respondent have basic computer

knowledge. This is above the 90% decision criteria.

Figure 5.2:  Computer Knowledge

Source: Analyzed data

Result interpretation

It is therefore clear that the majority of  councils workers have  basic knowledge of

computer, as knowledge of computer is the element of adoption of e-government.This

reveal that, the council has either  aim or already has started  e-government initiative.

5.2.1.2 Finding on Whether  Respondents Visit Websites for Seeking Information
The researcher wanted to know whether present council workers  visit different websites

to seek  different information’s.
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Table 5: below shows responses from various respondents.
Alternative Frequency Percent Valid percent Cumulative

percent
Definitely Agree 1 2.5 2.5 2.5
Agree 11 27.5 27.5 30.0
I do not know 24 60 60 90.0
I do not agree 4 10.0 10.0 100.0
Total 40 100.0 100.0

Source: analyzed data

Table 5 also chart 5.2 Shows that; 1 or 2.5% definitely agree that they do visit websites

in seeking  of information;11 or 27.5% agree,24 or 60% I don’t know;4 or 10% I do not

agree; and 0 respondents were responded to definitely do not agree alternative.

These findings it indicates  that only 30% just agree that they use websites for seeking

information and  60% responded I do not know, though 30% is very lower compared to

≥ 90% decision criteria.

Figure 5.3: Findings on Whether Workers Use Websites

Source: analyzed data
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Result Interpretation

Therefore these findings suggest that,most workers seems not have a habit of seeking

information through websites.Therefore more effort is needed to expose council workers

on using websites in seeking informations.

5.2.1.3 Finding on Whether Respondents Have an e-mail Address
The respondents were asked to whether they have an e-mail address, the analyzed results

were as follows

Table 6: Users of e-mail Address
Alternative Frequency Percent Valid Percent Cumulative

percent
Yes 32 80.0 80.0 80.0
No 8 20.0 20.0 100.0
Total 40 100.0 100.0

Source: Analysed data

Table 6: Shows that 32 or 80% respondent have an e-mail address and 8 or 20% do not

have e-mail address, therefore we can infer that 80% of council workers have an e-mail

address this means they have knowledge of internet service. However this percent is

lower than ≥90% decision criteria:

Suggesting that more efforts and education are still needed to expose workers on the

usage of e-mail as means of communication.
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Figure 5.4: Email Address

Source analyzed data

5.2.1.4 Finding on Whether Respondents Have an Account in any Social Network
The researcher wanted to know whether there are people who participate in social

networks.

Table 7: Account in Social Network
Alternative Frequency percent Valid percent Cumulative percent
Yes 26 65.0 65.0 65.0
No 14 35.0 35.0 100.0
Total 40 100.0 100.0

Source analyzed data

Table 7: shows that 26 or 65% of respondents do have account in social networks,14 or

35.0% do not have an account in social networks, therefore we can infer that 65.0% of

council  workers participate in social networks, although it is below ≥ 90% decision

criteria, more exposure is needed for workers to participate in social networks because it

gives the user an advantage of knowing usage of internet for communication.
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Figure 5.5: Account in social network

Source: analyzed data

5.2.2 Are There Strategy/Strategies by Management Initiates Adopting of  e-

Government?

This research question was answered by the following analysis,

5.2.2.1 The findings on whether there is existing at least an electronics management
system in the council.

The responses from respondents on whether there is at least one electronics management

system at the council.

Table 8:Electronic management system
Alternative Frequency Percent Valid Percent Cumulative Percent

definitely agree 22 55.0 55.0 55.0

Agree 15 37.5 37.5 92.5

I do not know 3 7.5 7.5 100.0

Total 40 100.0 100.0

Source: analyzed data
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From Table 8: shown that 22 or 55% of respondents definitely agree and 15 or 37.5%

Agree only 3 or 7.5% responded I do not know that there is at least management system

at the  council . This derive that 92.5% responded that there is a least  electronics

management. ,this is above ≥90% decision criteria. therefore management should

increase effort to put on implication the strategies for adoption of e-government.

Figure 5.6:  Electronic Management System

Source: analyzed data

Table 9: shows responses of respondents
Seminars and training

Alternative Frequency Percent Valid Percent Cumulative Percent
definitely agree 1 2.5 2.5 2.5
Agree 18 45.0 45.0 47.5
I do not know 20 50.0 50.0 97.5
I do not agree 1 2.5 2.5 100.0
Total 40 100.0 100.0

Source: analyzed data

From table 9: Results shows 1 respondent or 2.5% definitely agree, 18 respondents or

45% Agree, 20 respondents or 50% I do not know and 1 respondent or 2.5% I do not

agree. That management conducts seminars and training on ICT and e-government. This

analyzed results derive 47.5% agree. However this is below ≥90% decision criteria,

management should increase effort on providing seminars and training  on ICT and e

government.
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Figure 5.7: Seminars and Training

Source: analyzed data

5.2.2.3 Budget for ICT developments.
The researcher assessed this research question on strategies the management by

reviewed documentation such as budget reports of two years, the researcher found that,

there is budget allocated for ICT developments in every department at the council.

the following table Illustrate the two years budget allocated on ICT development for

five council departments

Table 10: Bariadi District Council Revenue and Expenditure report
Department Year 2012 /2013 Year 2013/2014
Administration 4,000,000 6,000,000
law 1,500,000 2,000,000
agriculture 1,500,000 3,000,000
finance 10,000,000 12,000,000
Human resource 4,000,000 6,000,000
Total in Tsh 20,000,000 29,000,000

Source: 2013/2014
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Table 10. show that financial year 2013/2014 the council set 20,000,000 Tsh to be spent

on repair and buying computers and computers device, in financial year 2013/2014 the

council has budgeted 29,000,000 Tsh for buying and repair computers devices. The

amount shows there is increase of Tsh 9,000,000 in year financial  2013/2014,which is

45% of amount budgeted for year 2012/2013.management.

5.2.3 What are Social or Cultural Impact on Adopting e-Government?
This research question is going to be answered by the below analysis

5.2.3.1 Findings on Whether There is a Problem of Language in Using Internet
Services

The respondents were asked to give their view  on the problem of language when

accessing internet, considered English is the major language used in most websites

compared to Swahili or any other native language spoken by Tanzania’s.

Responses were presented in Table11:

Table 11: Language problem
Alternative Frequency Percent Valid Percent Cumulative Percent

Agree 4 10.0 10.0 10.0
I do not know 18 45.0 45.0 55.0
I do not agree 11 27.5 27.5 82.5

Definitely do not agree 7 17.5 17.5 100.0

Total 40 100.0 100.0

Source :analyzed data

Table 11: shows that 4 or 10.% Agree that there is language problem on using  internet

service,18 or 45% responded that I do not know  if language is a problem on using

internet,11 or 27.5% responded I do not agree and 7or 17% responded Definitely do not

agree.

From the data analyzed it indicates that 4 or 10% just agree that there is language

problem in accessing internet service. It is very low compare to the ≥ 90% decision
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criteria. Therefore language is not a problem to access internet services among council

workers.

Figure 5.8: Language Problem

Source : Analyzed data

5.2.3.2 Findings on whether religious, culture and beliefs have impact on using
internet

Respondents were asked to whether religious and culture beliefs of people   do affect the

council from adopting e-government,

The response was as indicated in Table 12:

Table 12: Religious, Culture belief
Frequency Percent Valid Percent Cumulative Percent

Agree 1 2.5 2.5 2.5

I do not know 18 45.0 45.0 47.5

I do not agree 7 17.5 17.5 65.0

Definitely do not agree 14 35.0 35.0 100.0

Total 40 100.0 100.0

Source :analyzed data
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Table 12: shows that 1 or 2.5%  of respondents  agree that religious and culture beliefs

affects the usage of  internet services.18 or 45% responses I do not know,7 or 17.5%

responses I do not agree,14 or 35% responses definitely do not agree. Therefore from the

above analysis we can derive that only 2.5%  agree that religious and culture beliefs

affects the usage of internet service. Though this is still lower than ≥ 90% decision

criteria: suggesting that there is no effect from religious and culture beliefs on usage of

internet services.

Figure 5.9: Religious, Culture belief

Source: analyzed data

5.2.3.3 Findings on Whether People Prefer Face to Face Communication Rather
Than e-mail and Phone Calls.

Respondents were asked to give their view on whether they prefer face to face

communication or electronic communication.

The response were as indicated in Table 13: below.
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Table 13: Preference of Face to Face Communication
Alternative Frequency Percent Valid Percent Cumulative Percent
Agree 3 7.5 7.5 7.5
I do not know 17 42.5 42.5 50.0
I do not agree 9 22.5 22.5 72.5
Definitely do not agree 11 27.5 27.5 100.0
Total 40 100.0 100.0

Source: analyzed data

Table 13: shows that 3or 7.5%  of respondents  agree that  they prefer face to face

communication,17 or 42.5% responses I do not know,9 or 22.5%  responses I do not

agree,11 or 27.5% responded definitely do not agree. Therefore from the above analysis

we can derive that only 7.5%  agree that they prefer face to face communication. Though

this is still lower than ≥ 90% decision criteria: suggesting that people do not prefer

face to face communication alone, both ways are  useful.

Figure 5.10: Preference of face to face communication

Source: analyzed data

5.2.4 To What Extent Does the ICT Infrastructures Support the Readiness of
Adopting e-Government?

This research question will be answered by the below analysis
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5.2.4.1 Findings on Whether There is Website at the Council

The respondents were asked to give their view on the availability of website their

responses were presented in Table 14: below:

Table 14: Presence of Website
Alternative Frequency Percent Valid Percent Cumulative Percent

Yes 2 5.0 5.0 5.0

No 38 95.0 95.0 100.0

Total 40 100.0 100.0

Source: analyzed data

Table 14: shows that 2 or 5% of respondents said Yes, there is council website and 38 or

95% said No there is no council website, we can infer that 95% there is no website at the

council, though it is given ≥ 90% decision criteria. Suggesting that council should design

and launch website so that people could use to get council information.

Figure 5.11: Presence of Website

Source: analyzed data
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5.2.4.2 Findings on whether there is at least a computer at every office desk
The research was able to meet  with the respondents  and was interested to know the

availability of operating computer in their office desks.

The responses were as  indicated in Table15:

Table 15:Presence of computer
alternative Frequency Percent Valid Percent Cumulative Percent

definitely agree 25 62.5 62.5 62.5

Agree 15 37.5 37.5 100.0

Total 40 100.0 100.0

Source: analyzed data

Table 15: shows that 25 or 62.5% respondents definitely agree that there is at least a

computer at the office desk and 15 or 37.5% agree. Therefore we can derive that  100%

of  office desks have at least a computer, however given ≥90% decision criteria. The

researcher observation shows that there are some office at the council still miss

computer at their desks, although majority of them have, some computer s are not

working and some are old model.

Suggestion more effort should be made to ensure the installation of computers in offices

an upgrading the old model to new ones in order to meet the demand and standards of

today requirements.
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Figure 5.12: Presence of Computer

Source: analyzed data

5.2.4.3 Finding on whether there is networking infrastructures at the council
buildings

The researchers were anger to know if council buildings are installed network

infrastructure Table 16: Shows responses from various respondents

Table 16: Networking infrastructure
Alternative Frequency Percent Valid Percent Cumulative Percent

Agree 18 45.0 45.0 45.0
I do not know 19 47.5 47.5 92.5
I do not agree 3 7.5 7.5 100.0
Total 40 100.0 100.0

Source: analyzed data

Table 16: Shows that 18 or 45% of respondents Agree,19 or 47.5% responded I do not

know ,3 or 7.5% responded I do not agree ,therefore from  the above analysis  we can

deduce that  45% agree that  network infrastructure has installed in buildings, though

still lower than ≥ 90% decision criteria:

Suggestion, building awareness among council workers on the presence of network

infrastructure in the building. The researcher physical observation at the council shows
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that, there is network infrastructure installed in every office at the council and it is useful

in some sensitive department, like epical room and Data centre.

Figure 5.13: Networking

Source :analyzed data

5.2.4.4 Finding of whether there is internet  during working hours,

Here the researcher wanted to know  if there is availability of internet  at the council

during working hour, Table 17: Show responses from various respondents

Table 17: Internet service

Alternative Frequency Percent Valid Percent Cumulative Percent
Agree 2 5.0 5.0 5.0
I do not know 15 37.5 37.5 42.5
I do not agree 14 35.0 35.0 77.5
Definitely do not agree 9 22.5 22.5 100.0
Total 40 100.0 100.0

Source :analyzed data

Table 17: Shows  that  2 or 5% Agree that there is internet service,15 or 37.5%

responded I do not know, 14 or 35% of them responded I do not agree and 9 or 22.5%

responded to definitely do not agree. Therefore from data analyzed on Table 17:
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Above  only 5% agree, that there is internet service at the council during working hour.

Though this is far below ≥ 90% decision criteria.

Suggestion: more effort is needed to make sure internet service is become available

around the council, because internet is the backbone of all electronic communication.

Figure 5.14: Internet Service

Source: analyzed data

5.2.5 How Aware are Workers on e-Government is?
This question is going to be answered by the following analyzed data

5.2.5.1 Findings on familiarity of the term e-government
The respondents were asked if they are familiar with the term e-government, their

responses were presented in Table 18: below:
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Table 18: Familiarity of the term e-government
Alternative Frequency Percent Valid Percent Cumulative Percent

definitely agree 6 15.0 15.0 15.0
Agree 22 55.0 55.0 70.0
I do not know 11 27.5 27.5 97.5
I do not agree 1 2.5 2.5 100.0
Total 40 100.0 100.0

Source: analyzed data

Table 18: shows the analyzed data of respondents as follow, 6 or 15% definitely agree,

22 or 55% agree,11 or 27.5% I do not know and 1 or 2.5% I do not agree.

From the data analyzed it indicates that 70% just agree that they the term e-government

is familiar to them, though it is below ≥ 90% decision criteria.

Suggestion: more effort should be taken to build awareness on the term e-government.

Figure 5.15: Familiar with the term e-government

Source: analyzed data

5.2.5.2 Findings on the Understanding of the E-Government Concept
Respondents were asked if they understand the concept of e-government and their

responses were presented in the Table 19:
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Table 19: Understanding  of E-Government Concept
Alternative Frequency Percent Valid Percent Cumulative

Percent
definitely agree 3 7.5 7.5 7.5
Agree 24 60.0 60.0 67.5
I do not know 13 32.5 32.5 100.0
Total 40 100.0 100.0

Source: analyzed data

Table 19: shows that 3 or 7.5% definitely agree that they understand the concept of e-

government, 24 or 60% agree and 13 or 32.5%  therefore from the above analysis  we

can deduce that 67.5% of council  workers understand the concept of e-government.

However given ≥ 90% decision criteria.

Suggestion: more education  on the concept of e-government should be provided  to

council workers .

Figure 5.16: Understand the e-government concept

Source: analyzed data

5.2.6 How are the ICT Personnel of the Council?
This research question will be answered by the below analysis
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5.2.6.1 Findings on the presence of computer assistance provided by IT technician,
Respondents were asked to give their view on the computer assistance which is provided

by IT technician.

Table 20: Assistance provided by IT personnel

Alternative Frequency Percent Valid Percent Cumulative Percent

definitely agree 11 27.5 27.5 27.5

Agree 20 50.0 50.0 77.5

I do not know 9 22.5 22.5 100.0

Total 40 100.0 100.0

Source: analyzed data

Table 20: shows that  11 or 27.5%  definitely agree that there is assistance they are

receiving from IT personel,20 or 50% agree,9 or 22.5% responded I do not know

alternative, from the data analyzed it indicates that 77.5% just agree that there is

assistance provided by IT personnel at the council. Though it is low compare to the ≥

90% decision criteria.

Suggestion: There is a need to increase IT personnel at the council as the  Researcher

observed that there is only one IT personnel at the council who works for the whole

council and sometimes works for near by councils.
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Figure 5.17: Assistance Provided by IT Personnel

Source: analyzed data

5.3 Data Interpretation and Discussion of Findings

Basing on objective of this study and collected qualitative and quantitative data from

respondents as presented above, the following  is the assessment of effectiveness of

adoption e-government in local government, the assessment has categorized in strength

and weakness of effectiveness of adoption of e-government in local authority.

(i) Strength

(a)  Basic Knowledge on Computer and Internet Services?

The response shows that a large number of council workers have basic knowledge on

using computer  and also have knowledge of using internet ,this  is a good step towards

adoption of e-government in the council, having great number of people who have basic

knowledge of computer and knowledge of using internet service.

From interview with heads of departments, the researcher discovered that, in order to be

employed in operation or administration post at the council, having knowledge of

computer is an added advantage. This policy has imposed by the ministry as one of e-
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government adoption initiatives. The council  is doing good in this part although more

effort is needed.

(b) Management Strategies and Initial Implementation of e-Government.

The response shows that management has good strategies on implementing  and

adopting of ICTs, availability of  electronics management systems like epicor for  in the

finance department and human resource management system for human resource

department, implementation  of these electronics systems is a great step towards the full

adoption of e-government.

(C) Social or Cultural Impact on Adopting e-Government?

The response shows there  is completely no any social or culture resistance of adoption

of e-government at the council, besides of having employees of different culture and

belief majority of them responded to not see any impact from this.

(d) ICT Infrastructures.

The response shows that, some ICT infrastructure like networking, computers both

desktop and laptop together with ICT devices like printers and scanners are available in

most buildings at the council.Researcher observation during the study shows that, in

every office which is under operation or administration activity has at least one

computer at the desk.

(ii)Weaknesses

(a) ICTs Personnel,
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one of great challenge the council is facing is lack of ICTs qualified personnel’s, there is

no IT  Department at the council, there is one person who has ideas of IT but he is not

qualified IT Technician, therefore the council is depending to IT  technician from

Shinyanga municipal  which is too cost  both in money and time.

(b) Training and Seminars

The management is also facing another challenge of conducting ICT seminars and

training to its employees, the findings shows that from 2011 to 2013  there was no

training or seminar on ICT was conducted at the council.Lacking of seminars and

training lead to employees not to be up to date on ICT development and this resulted to

(i) Employees  being unaware of e-government concept, and  as responses from the

analysis shows that  large number of employees are not   understand what e-

government meant.

(ii) Employees being not interested of using e-mail address  for communication,

although 80%

Have e-mail address, observation shows many emails are not even active.

(c) ICT Infrastructure

This remaining  to be a big challenge toward adoption of e-government, apart from

effort that has been made by government, in the study the responses shows  that, in one

way there is networking installation, and computers and ICT devices like printers,

scanners.

Observation from researcher shows that many of these infrastructures are old and they

need to be upgraded or changed in order to be compatible with the advancement of today

ICT world.
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(i) internet service is another challenge at the council, there is no internet service for

all offices at the council, only special units in the departments like epicor and

data centre have  access to internet, observation from the researcher shows even

in these special  units the internet is not stable.
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CHAPTER SIX

CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATION
6.1 Introduction

The main objective of this study was to assess the effectiveness of adopting e-

government in local authority. This chapter presents conclusion and recommendations

on the basis of the study findings.

6.2 Conclusions

E-Government initiatives in local authorities in Tanzania is very necessary for

improving services delivered by government to its citizens, however e-government

adoption initiatives is facing series of challenges in terms of infrastructure, citizens

preparedness and management preparedness, government  of Tanzania is making great

effort to reduce the magnitude of existing problems.

The study findings shows that e-government adoption initiatives is progressing  well in

local authorities, implementation  of functioning  electronics  system such as EPICOR

and Human resource management system, available network and internet service and

presence of computers and computer devices are the prove of this move.

Council management as well is making effort to enforce and facilitates training and

seminars on ICT in order to prepare its workers for the adoption. The study concludes

that there is effectiveness of adoption of e-government at Bariadi district council.

6.3 Recommendation for Management

On the basis on the findings and conclusions of the study, the following

recommendations have been made:
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(i) In order to prepare the council into full adoption of e-government, councils must

have to provide basic computer education to its employees. Basic computer

knowledge particularly in internet will be an important step toward e-government

readiness as internet is the backbone of e-government.

(ii) council has to take serious effort to improve its ICT infrastructures, the findings

from the study shows the council has good networking, it has computers, printers,

photocopy machines and few scanners, but all these devices  and ICT facilities are

old model and they are out of date, the ICT industry is growing faster therefore it

needs to be updated often. for the effectiveness of adopting the e-government

concept the council should improve its infrastructure and its IT devices.

(iii) more effort is needed on making sure the strategies set by management are being

into implementation, there are good strategies for adopting e-government ,from the

findings of the study the researcher observed there are plans for redesigning council

website and launch the inactive present one, also there is plan to conduct seminars

and training to council employees. But all these plans and strategies are not in

implementation. The council is advised to take into implementation all possibl e-

government plans.

(iv) Awareness on e-government should built among council employees, from the

findings of the study, it shows that many respondents are not aware of what the

concept of e-government  is about, some are familiar with the term e-government but

they are not knowing its meanings. the researcher is  recommend more effort  needed

to build awareness among council employees.
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(v) The council also should employ at least three  qualified IT personnel in order to fit

the demand of ICT works within the council, from the study observation, it shows

there is only one IT personnel in the council, and he is not qualified  IT specialist.

More qualified IT specialist are needed to preparedness of adoption of e-government

in the council.

(vi) In order to enforce the adoption of e-government in the council should start to

provide internet service during working hours, providing internet service will

encourage the usage of e-mail as means of sending and receiving information among

employees within and outside the council.

(vii) Seminars and training on ICT as a whole should be conducted in the council at

least once per year , and these seminars and training should include all the council

employees.

6.4 Recommendation for Further Studies/Research

Recent few studies were conducted on the topic of e-government in Tanzania, although

there are some related studies conducted in nearby countries like Kenya, and Uganda on

the topic, but they are not enough to address e-government problems, there still a need of

more search on the e-government topic. The researcher is encouraging more studies to

be conducted on e-government, in order to help government and non government

organization toward full adoption of e-government in Tanzania.
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APPENDECES

Appendix 1

Questionnaire

Research Title: assessment effectiveness of adoption of e-government in Tanzanian
local authorities.

Dear Respondent,

I am a student of the Mzumbe University currently undertaking the study on the above

research topic. The purpose of this questionnaire is to provide assistance in data

collection that aimed to assess effectiveness of adoption of e-government in local

authority. Your response will be treated confidentially and only for the purpose of this

research.

Therefore I humbly request you to respond positively to the questions below by

providing appropriate, clear and complete answers.

I am very grateful for devoting your time and completing this questionnaire

With best regards,

This questionnaire papers  contain 19 questions, please fill this questions from your own

understanding on the situation.

Gender

Male Female

Questionnaire:

1. You have the basic of computer knowledge

Agree definitely

agree

I do not

know

I do not

agree

Definitely do not

agree
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2. There is ICT personnel/s  in your council

Agree definitely

agree

I do not

know

I do not

agree

Definitely do not

agree

3. There is at least one electronics management system in your council

Agree definitely

agree

I do not

know

I do not

agree

Definitely do not

agree

4. There is internet service during working hours

Agree definitely

agree

I do not

know

I do not

agree

Definitely do not

agree

5. Half of your office have at least one computer on desks

Agree definitely

agree

I do not

know

I do not

agree

Definitely do not

agree

6. Your council has installed network infrastructure in it buildings

Agree definitely

agree

I do not

know

I do not

agree

Definitely do not

agree

7. Council buy  brand new computer, printer and ICT devices for office use

Agree definitely

agree

I do not

know

I do not

agree

Definitely do not

agree
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8. Management do set  seminars and training on ICT.

Agree definitely

agree

I do not

know

I do not

agree

Definitely do not

agree

9. Management insists much on usage of email in communication

Agree definitely

agree

I do not

know

I do not

agree

Definitely do not

agree

10. There is a problem of language when one is using computer

Agree definitely

agree

I do not

know

I do not

agree

Definitely do not

agree

11. Workers don’t use internet because of religious and culture belief .

Agree definitely

agree

I do not

know

I do not

agree

Definitely do not

agree

12. Workers prefer face to face communication than electronic means of communication

Agree definitely

agree

I do not

know

I do not

agree

Definitely do not

agree

13. You are familiar with the term e-government

Agree definitely

agree

I do not

know

I do not

agree

Definitely do not

agree
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14. The concept of e-government is very understood  to you

Agree definitely

agree

I do not

know

I do not

agree

Definitely do not

agree

15 You often visit national website for seeking of information

Agree definitely

agree

I do not

know

I do not

agree

Definitely do not

agree

16. Do you have an e-mail address?

Yes No

17.Do you have at least one account to any social network?

Yes No

18 Do your council have website?

Yes No

19. Give any suggestion that you think will help  e-government adoption

………………………………………………………………………………………..

………………………………………………………………………………………..

…………………………………………………………………………………………

THANK YOU FOR YOUR COOPERATION


